
Location:

40° 34′ 34″ N,  7° 59′ 22″ W

Please note: if you use a GPS/SAT.NAV, Parada de Gonta is a village.

From Oporto airport:

Take the A1 SOUTH towards Lisbon for about 40 mins and at the 
Aveiro junction take the A25 due EAST, signposted to VISEU.
After about 40 mins turn off at Junction 17, follow the signs for 
COIMBRA and join the IP3. After a further 10 mins you join a 
2-lane road and 3 km later you will see the sign P.de Gonta.

From Lisbon Airport, approx. 250km:

Take the A1, towards Coimbra, then join the IP3, towards Viseu, 
and turn off at the PARADA DE GONTA junction (after Tondela).

From Spain, via Vilar Formoso border:

Entering Portugal, via Vilar Formoso, take the A25 (old IP5) until 
you reach Viseu, then turn on to the IP3, towards Tondela, and 
turn off at the PARADA DE GONTA junction.

Then...

...after leaving the IP3, follow the sign to Parada de Gonta.
After roughly 300m...
...watch out for the “Ecopista” (Cycle Track). Cyclists have priority.
(it is painted green & there are humps where it crosses the road)

Turn right at the first junction and go straight up the hill and down 
through the village. Continue out of the village, round a sharp left 
hand bend (with chevrons), and carry on down the hill for about 
200 metres. Our entrance is through the large green gates and 
railings on the right.

Toll Roads in Portugal

An increasing number of Motorways in Portugal are Toll-Roads.  Some have Toll-Stations where you can pay 
by cash or card.  Many, however, are so-called Electronic Toll, where you just drive through. This has not 
been particularly well thought out with regard to visitors.  Before each Electronic Toll, there is a sign detailing 
the charge for each class of vehicle.  If in doubt, make a note of the amount, for later payment.  Check our 
“Friends & Links” page for useful information regarding Toll-Roads, or ask your car-hire company.
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